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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the wastewater treatment practices that 
are currently in place at Company XYZ. In order to evaluate Company XYZ's current 
wastewater treatment practices, it is necessary to characterize them by examining 
historical data as well as industry averages. This study also examined the financial 
feasibility ofusing a wastewater evaporation system to replace the current treatment 
system by using cost estimates based upon information from several sources including 
governmental agencies, professional experts, and historical data. It was concluded that 
the current wastewater treatment practices at Company XYZ are effective and have not 
previously resulted in a loss producing situation. Itwas also concluded that a wastewater 
evaporation system would be more cost effective than the current process. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Water is probably the most abundant natural resource on this planet, and it is 
likely that having a supply of clean water has been and always will be essential to the 
survival ofall people inhabiting the earth. One could surmise that the rapid population 
growth and industrialization in our world has made it more challenging to keep an 
adequate supply ofclean water available. These circumstances have made the use of 
efficient and reliable water treatment techniques exceedingly important to the wellbeing 
of everyone. Over the past century, many individuals such as former President Richard 
Nixon, who established the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1970, promoted 
work toward finding solutions to the problem of supplying enough clean water to the 
world that will ensure this problem does not spiral out of control. 
With the creation and passage ofthe Clean Water Act in 1972, and in some 
instances before such time, generators of industrial wastewater have had to monitor and 
control levels ofcertain pollutants that they discharge into sewage systems (EPA, 1986). 
"The National Pretreatment Program requires industrial and commercial dischargers to 
treat or control pollutants in their wastewater prior to discharge to publicly owned 
treatment works (POTWs)" (Office of Wastewater Management, 1999). Meeting these 
requirements can be challenging for many companies, especially for small to medium 
sized businesses whom many believe are the backbone ofthe United States economy. For 
instance, a machining operation in Connecticut who employs 270 people, produced 
14,000 galloons ofwastewater per day and about 1,000,000 gallons a year before they 
made a concerned effort to reduce the amount ofwastewater they released into sewage 
systems (Moretti, 2002). When a relatively small operation produces a large amount of 
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wastewater, it becomes obvious that its failure to utilize the most efficient pretreatment 
process will place a large and unneeded amount of strain on the financial resources ofthe 
organization. 
Company XYZ is a heating ventilation and air conditioning (H.VA.C) production 
operation that is located in Bloomington Minnesota, which is in the southern portion of 
the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area. Company XYZ has a traditional wastewater 
treatment operation on-site. The current method used to remove pollutants from their 
wastewater is costly, although it does enable them to comply with a number offederal, 
state, and local regulations. Violations ofthese governmental regulations can result in 
thousands ofdollars in fines and inflict irreparable damage to the organization's public 
reputation as a responsible corporate citizen. 
The operation ofCompany XYZ's traditional wastewater treatment operation 
requires the employ of a full time worker to oversee the treatment process. More recently 
it is believed that overseeing this treatment operation results in this worker being exposed 
to potential hazards. This worker must manually handle 55 gallon drums of hazardous 
chemicals, thus placing the employee at risk of overexposure to these dangerous 
substances. In addition, the worker is placed at risk ofdeveloping musculoskeletal 
disorders as a result of the manual handling ofthese heavy and bulky drums. Losses 
occurring from these hazards would most likely be costly to both the organization and to 
the employee as a result of medical treatment, injuries/illnesses, increased workers 
compensation premiums, possible legal fees, and reduced quality of life for the employee. 
As a result, the potentially inefficient wastewater treatment practices that are being 
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employed by company XYZ is placing the organization at risk of incurring additional 
legal, environmental, financial, public relations, and human-oriented losses. 
Purpose ofthe Study 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the wastewater treatment practices for 
company XYZ. 
Goals ofthe Study 
1. To identify the total yearly cost ofthe treatment and elimination ofcompany 
XYZ's wastewater (based upon information from recent years). 
2. To characterize the potential loss exposures involved in company XYZ's current 
wastewater treatment practices. 
3. To estimate the cost of potential loss producing situations that could occur as a 
result of the organizations current wastewater practices. 
4. To evaluate the financial feasibility ofthe utilization ofa wastewater evaporation 
system in place ofthe current treatment system. 
BackgroundandSignificance 
It appears that concern over the welfare ofthe environment has been growing for 
a number ofyears, and will continue to grow in the future. This will most likely result in 
increased regulation ofwastewater generators as well as the need for organizations to 
institute loss-prevention strategies with regard to employee safety and environmental 
concerns. This study will attempt to demonstrate that an investment in improved 
techniques now will save thousands ofdollars in the future. Hopefully, this study not only 
influences other organizations to take a more proactive approach to wastewater treatment, 
but also to take more proactive approaches in every aspect oftheir organization. 
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Limitations ofthe Study 
The results and conclusions of this study are limited to the company where the 
study has been conducted. The costs and activities that are identified as being related to 
regulatory compliance are specific to the state ofMinnesota, and that regulations may 
differ in other states. 
Definition ofTerms 
Activated Carbon. "A highly adsorbent form ofcarbon used to remove odors and 
toxic substances from liquid or gaseous emissions. In waste treatment, it is used to 
remove dissolved organic matter from waste drinking water. It is also used in 
motor vehicle evaporative control systems." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/,
 
2007)
 
Activated Sludge. "Product that results when primary effiuent is mixed with
 
bacteria-laden sludge and then agitated and aerated to promote biological
 
treatment, speeding the breakdown of organic matter in raw sewage undergoing
 
secondary waste treatment." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
 
Aerobic Treatment. "Process by which microbes decompose complex organic
 
compounds in the presence of oxygen and use the liberated energy for
 
reproduction and growth. (Such processes include extended aeration, trickling
 
filtration, and rotating biological contactors.)"
 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
 
Anaerobic. "A life or process that occurs in, or is not destroyed by, the absence of
 
oxygen." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
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Bacteria. "(Singular: bacterium) Microscopic living organisms that can aid in 
pollution control by metabolizing organic matter in sewage, oil spills or other 
pollutants. However, bacteria in soil, water or air can also cause human, animal 
and plant health problems." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007) 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand(BOD). "A measure ofthe amount ofoxygen 
consumed in the biological processes that break down organic matter in water. 
The greater the BOD, the greater the degree ofpollution." 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007) 
Bar Screen. "In wastewater treatment, a device used to remove large solids." 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007) 
Clarifier. "A tank in which solids settle to the bottom and are subsequently 
removed as sludge." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007) 
Nitrification. "The process whereby ammonia in wastewater is oxidized to nitrite 
and then to nitrate by bacterial or chemical reactions."
 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
 
Nutrient. "Any substance assimilated by living things that promotes growth. The
 
term is generally applied to nitrogen and phosphorus in wastewater, but is also
 
applied to other essential and trace elements."
 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
 
Oxidation Pond. "A man-made (anthropogenic) body ofwater in which waste is
 
consumed by bacteria, used most frequently with other waste-treatment processes;
 
a sewage lagoon." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 2007)
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Pollutant. "Generally, any substance introduced into the environment that 
adversely affects the usefulness ofa resource or the health ofhumans, animals, or 
ecosystems." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
SuspendedSolids. "Small particles of solid pollutants that float on the surface of, 
or are suspended in, sewage or other liquids. They resist removal by conventional 
means." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
Sedimentation Tanks. "Wastewater tanks in which floating wastes are skimmed 
off and settled solids are removed for disposal." 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
Sludge. "A semi-solid residue from any ofa number ofair or water treatment 
processes; can be a hazardous waste." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
SludgeDigester. "Tank in which complex organic substances like sewage sludges 
are biologically dredged. During these reactions, energy is released and much of 
the sewage is converted to methane, carbon dioxide, and water." 
(http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
Toxic Chemical. "Any chemical listed in EPA rules as "Toxic Chemicals Subject 
to Section 313 ofthe Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 
1986."" (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAtermsl, 2007) 
Trickling Filter. "A coarse treatment system in which wastewater is trickled over 
a bed ofstones or other material covered with bacteria that break down the 
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organic waste and produce clean water." (http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/, 
2007) 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
The purpose ofthis study was to analyze the wastewater treatment practices that 
are being employed by company XYZ. The goal ofthis section will be to first, create an 
understanding of metal finishing processes similar to the methods used at Company 
XYZ. Also addressed will be the specific legal, environmental, financial, public relations, 
and human-oriented loss exposures are inherent to these practices. Finally, this section 
will provide insight on existing wastewater treatment techniques. 
Metal Finishing Processes 
It appears that regardless ofthe metal finishing process that a company uses, there 
is usually some form ofbyproduct (which can be hazardous) to such a method. It seems 
likely that most metal products undergo some form of finishing. In many cases protective 
coatings such as paint, plating, and powder coating are applied to protect the metal from 
corrosion. Before and after these coating are applied, it is likely that the surface of the 
metal will have to be cleaned to remove anything that many inhibit the adhesion of the 
chosen coating. This cleaning is commonly referred to as "rinse operations". According 
to Bloch, (2000) 
"Rinse operations significantly impact product finishing and plating operations by 
removing concentrated process solutions from part surfaces and minimizing drag 
into subsequent operations. At most finishing facilities, water continuously flows 
through rinse tanks to provide proper rinsing. However, many facilities use more 
rinse water than necessary, which results in high water bills and wastewater 
treatment costs." ("Reducing Rinse Water,"). 
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The abovedescription of the rinse operations emphasizes not only the process involved 
with thoroughly cleaning metal, but also some insighton the primarymaterials being 
used and the costs involved. Whenwater is used for processoperations, it can become 
degraded as a result of introducing nutrients, suspended sediments, bacteria, oxygen­
demanding matter, and toxic chemicals (Canter, 1997). Organizations that take part in 
suchprocesseswill likely need to dispose ofthe wastewaterthat has been createdby their 
specific operations and thus take the necessary steps to removeapplicable contaminants 
from the water. 
LossExposures 
For any number of reasons, an organization will likely find personnel, property, or 
liability-related losses to be undesirable. For the purposesof this study, the researcher 
will classify any situationor circumstance that has the potential to harman organization's 
personnel, property, or liability assets as a "loss exposure". This sectionwill discuss 
hazards and their consequences that are analogous to those present at Company XYZ in 
order to create a better understanding ofthe loss exposuresthat existwithin this 
organization. 
Human-Oriented Losses 
It is likely that every company that is in the process ofmakingmoney would find 
the loss ofa worker to be undesirable. When speakingaboutmanufacturers during 
WWII, DavidL. Goetschstated (2004)"the loss of a skilled worker due to an injuryor 
for any other reasoncreated an excessivehardship" (p. 5). It appears that this is as true 
today as it was then. The overall yearlycost ofworkplace accidentsin this country is near 
$150billion(Goetsch, 2004). The cost ofworkplaceaccidents is comprised mainlyof 
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costs from factors such as lost wages, medical expenses, insurance administration, fire­
related losses, motor vehicle property damage, and indirect costs (Goetsch, 2004). In the 
specific case of this study, it is likely that human-oriented losses will be the result of 
employee exposure to not only chemical-based hazards, but also ergonomic hazards 
which can degrade an individuals' musculoskeletal system. 
Musculoskeletal injuries can be very painful for employees and are likely to be 
costly to employers. Goetsch lists the most frequent musculoskeletal injuries to specific 
body parts, and he places the back/spine at the very top of the list. Mr. Goetsch had the 
following to say (2004): 
"The incidence ofmusculoskeletal injuries is typically higher in situations that 
involve a lot of manual material handling. Musculoskeletal injuries increase 
significantly when the job involves one or more ofthe following: lifting large 
objects, lifting bulky objects, lifting objects from the floor, and lifting frequently. 
When such conditions exist, the company has ergonomic problems" (p. 181). 
Back injuries account for 20 to 25 percent ofall workers' compensations claims, or about 
$12 billion in workers' compensation costs each year (Goetsch, 2004). It seems 
reasonable to assume that any situation that requires an employee to lift or handle a heavy 
and bulky object, such as a 55 gallon drum, would expose that employee to the potential 
of sustaining a musculoskeletal injury to the back/spine. 
Legal-orientedLosses 
In a wastewater treatment operation, it is likely that any legal-oriented losses will 
come as a result of deficiencies related to employee and/or environmental protection. 
These legal-oriented losses usually arise out ofcitations and fines levied by government 
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agencies. For instance, fines related to employee safety would be issued by the Minnesota 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (MNOSHA), and fines related to 
environmental protection will be issued by the EPA at the federal level and/or the 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MCPA) and the Metropolitan Council 
Environmental Services (MCES) at the state and local level. In the case ofemployee 
safety, fines handed out by MNOSHA can range significantly based upon the severity of 
the violation. Section 17(a) of the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act states, 
"Any employer who willfully or repeatedly violates the requirements... may be assessed a 
civil penalty ofnot more than $70,000 for each violation, but not less than $5,000 for 
each willful violation." This represents the worse case scenario in terms ofOSHA action 
and there are any number of steps that can be taken to contest or remediate the unlawful 
condition, but it seems reasonable that complete avoidance ofthis entire situation would 
be preferable in most any case. 
An organization whose operations cause them to be subject to environmental 
protection laws are likely to deal with government agencies on the federal, state, and 
local levels. Laws and regulations that are meant to protect this nation's natural resources 
have been around for decades and it is likely that the number or laws and regulations in 
this area will increase as time passes. On the official EPA website it is stated that: 
"The EPA works with other federal agencies as well as state, local and tribal 
authorities to investigate, apprehend, and punish violators ofenvironmental 
regulations. The Agency also receives a great deal ofassistance from citizens who 
report suspected violations. Common violations for which the Agency seeks 
punitive actions include the illegal dumping oftoxic substances, the improper 
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import or labeling ofpesticides and other chemicals, the failure to comply with 
industrial emissions limitations and the improper transport and treatment ofwaste. 
The punishment for violations can vary from reprimands to prison sentences. In 
all cases, the main objective ofapprehending and punishing violators is to carry 
out the Agency's goal ofprotecting human health and the environment" 
(http://www.epa.gov/ebtpageslcompviolation.html, 2005). 
The above verbiage leaves no doubt as to the EPA's serious stance on protecting this 
nation's natural resources. In December 2004, four men who worked at a metal plating 
facility in Maple Grove, Minnesota were convicted of conspiring to violate the Clean 
Water Act for discharging untreated hazardous waste into the sewer. The sentences for 
the four men ranged from 10 months ofhome detention and over $5000 in fines to 30 
months in prison. 
(http://wwwa.co.hennepin.mn.uslfileslHCInternetlStatic%20Filesl171572918GeneratorO.Io 
20NewsletterO.Io20Spring%202006.pdf, 2006) 
While it seems that consequences ofviolation ofenvironmental protection laws can vary 
greatly, it is also clear regarding the advantage ofensuring that an organization is not 
found to be in violation ofany environmental protection laws. 
Environmental-oriented Losses 
It seems that concern over the environment has been growing steadily for 
decades. In the past thirty years, the United States government has taken what could be 
characterized as the largest steps toward protecting the environment that the country has 
ever seen. Before the EPA was established, there were rivers, lakes, and coastline 
throughout the United Sates that were considered to be in a state ofenvironmental crisis 
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because of, in part, industrial wastewater discharge (Allen, Herndon, Maling, 1999). In 
1969 the Cuyahoga River, a river that ran through Cleveland, literally burst into flames 
because of the high level of pollution (Allen, Herndon, Maling, 1999). Since the early 
1970's a number oflaws have been passed that are aimed at improving the condition of 
our nation's environment. One area, in which it seems these laws have lead to significant 
improvement, is in our nation's water supply. 
It is probable that many environmental professionals believe that the introduction 
ofwastewater into the environment has wide ranging and severe consequences. One such 
professional said, (Liptak., 1997)"As some 600.10 of discharged pollutants (sewage, 
industrial waste, fertilizers, pesticides, leachings, from landfills and mines) reenter the 
water supplies, there is a direct relationship between the quality and cost of supply water 
and the degree ofwaste treatment in the upstream regions." (p.xvi). She went on to say 
"Some believe that the gradual poisoning of the environment is responsible for cancer, 
AIDS, and other forms of immune deficiency and self-destructive diseases."(Liptak., 
1997, p. xvi). Thus, one can begin to appreciate the far-reaching effect ofnot protecting 
fresh water supplies from sources ofcontamination. 
It seems reasonable to say that leamed persons can disagree on the severity of the 
environmental impact ofwastewater. However, it does not seem reasonable or 
responsible to deny that environmental degradation does occur as a result of the 
indiscriminate disposal ofcontaminated wastewater. Ifa person was to read the mission 
statements ofvarious businesses and organizations in the United States, that person 
would almost most certainly find that statements regarding "corporate responsibility" and 
"good corporate citizenship" are a common thread throughout these policies. Thus, any 
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organization that truly believes that they have a responsibility to the common good, 
would likely want to take practical steps to ensure that they minimize their impact upon 
the environment. 
Public relations-oriented Losses 
In an economy that appears to be more competitive than ever, it seems likely that 
having a bad public reputation would only hinder an organizations ability to reach its 
goals. One need only to look at the fact that almost 17 years after the notorious Exxon 
Valdez oil spill, there are numerous organizations that are still trying to make Exxon 
suffer for its alleged negligence. For instance, the Sierra Club has an entire website that is 
committed to "exposing Exxon", (www.sierraclub.org/exxposeexxon, 2005); the site 
includes things like a petition aimed at getting Exxon to commit to policies that are likely 
to lessen their negative impact on the environment. The Sierra Club is only one of 
numerous organizations that attempt to identify and expose companies that they feel have 
a negative impact on the environment. Whether or not the accusations are factual, being 
targeted by these organizations is not likely to help an organization and may result in the 
loss ofbusiness. 
Financial-orientedLosses 
An organization that utilizes inefficient/high risk processes as part of its on-site 
wastewater treatment is likely to face financial impacts related to adverse treatment 
process. As Tomas Doran, P.E. states in an article about the evolution ofwastewater 
(2000), 
"From the beginning, water, wastewater treatment and environmental engineering 
has experienced a tension in the industrial setting between competing goals: 
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protecting the competitive position of the company-economic duty-while 
protecting and evenenhancingthe environment-civic duty. Many engineersand 
scientistshave done praiseworthy jobs of balancingthese goals, evenwhen the 
goals seemedto be at odds with each other. Their effortshavebeenworthwhile as 
demonstrated in the strengthof U.S. businessand several decades of solid 
environmental improvement" (p. 50). 
It is probable that this is the samebalancethat legislatorsandgovernment officials 
attemptto findwhen they consider imposing more regulations upon businesses. In fact, a 
company's operatingcosts related to wastewatertreatment can range by as much as 
160%, depending on the level of activitythey undertake(Doran, 2000). It reasonable to 
say that wastewatertreatmentwill cost an organization money, but the extentof such can 
be influencedby the decisions madewithin the company. 
Traditional WastewaterTreatment 
Whena company produceswastewateras a result of their processes, it is likely 
that theywill need a methodto treat thiswastewater. Manufacturers are the largest 
contributorofwastewater in the UntiedStates (Sell, 1992). The idea of finding ways to 
reduce the amountof man-made water pollutantsis not new, as there hasbeen an annual 
conference on this topic at PurdueUniversity since 1944(Doran, 2000). The following 
sectionwill attempt to createan understanding ofthe three broad classes oftreatment 
(primary, secondary and tertiary)that are used to treat wastewater, therebyassistingthe 
reader in understanding the process in questionas it relates to this paper. 
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Primary Treatment 
When companies are required by law to remove solids and oils from wastewater, 
they will likely utilize primary treatment to achieve their goal. The primary treatment 
phase removes substances that float or will settle out (Sell, 1992). More specifically, 
primary treatment is designed to remove oils and solids from the wastewaters (Hornby, 
1993). The primary stage is a mechanical treatment stage because the pollutants are 
removed by mechanical means (Sell, 1992). Traditional primary treatment devices 
include such things as bar screens, grit chambers, clarifiers (sedimentation tanks) 
oil/water separators and both anaerobic and aerobic sludge digestion units (Hornby, 
1993). While it would be nice if all companies could resort to only this method in order to 
purify their wastewater, often additional treatment methods are required. 
Secondary Treatment 
It is likely that secondary treatment will be used to remove contaminants from 
wastewater that primary treatment left behind. Secondary treatment mirrors nature 
because biological oxidation is the means oftreatment (Sell, 1992). Hornby ("Devising 
Wastewater" 1993, p. 68) says that this step typically has two parts, 
"First the soluble wastes are degraded by feeding them to microbes, converting 
the wastes from a soluble "pollutant: biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) to a 
solid BOD. The second phase of treatment involves the removal of the solids by 
sedimentation in the secondary clarifier where they can be returned to the front 
end of the aeration basin to "seed" the incoming wastewater from primary 
treatment area or moved to a sludge handling unit." 
Sell (Sell, 1992, p.68) adds that 
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"The three common methods used are activated sludge, trickling filters, and 
oxidation ponds (lagoons). All are based on having various microorganisms 
feeding on the organic impurities in the presence of 02, at a favorable 
temperature, and for a sufficient time period." 
This description is meant to show how by imitating degradation processes observed in 
nature, the majority ofcontaminants not removed during primary treatment can be 
removed from wastewater during the secondary phase. 
Tertiary Treatment 
If primary and secondary treatment cannot remove some contaminants, then 
another step is needed. Tertiary treatment is the most advanced treatment that primarily 
involves employing some form of chemical treatment (Sell, 1992). In his article 
Lawrence E. Hornby (1993) says that this stage "polishes" the effluent wastewater prior 
to final discharge. Specifically, he says 
"This area of the process may include a separate nitrification unit, phosphate 
removal, further solids removal through sand beds, or even further reduction of 
recalcitrant organics through an activated carbon system" ("Devising 
Wastewater" 1993, p. 68). 
The above description shows that in most cases, after tertiary treatment, wastewater can 
be ready to be returned to use outside of the facility where it was originally contaminated. 
Summary 
As was established earlier in this chapter, a company that utilizes water in their 
metal finishing process will most likely have contaminated water leftover at the 
completion of their operation. Also established in this chapter is the fact that treating this 
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water in such a way that is in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations will 
cost the company money, but in the long term protect it from legal, environmental, 
financial, public relations, and human-oriented loss exposures. When considering the 
multitude ofways that losses can occur during the treatment ofwastewater, it become 
apparent that it would be advantageous for any company that creates contaminated 
wastewater to have a treatment process that is the most efficient while keeping the 
identified loss exposures to an absolute minimum. In the Results section, the study will 
identify the total yearly cost ofthe treatment and elimination ofcompany XYZ's 
wastewater (based upon information from recent years), and identify what, ifany, actual 
loss producing situations have occurred as a result ofthe organizations current 
wastewater practices. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
The purpose ofthis study was to analyze the wastewater treatment practices that 
are being employed by Company XYZ. From this purpose, the major goals ofthis study 
are to identify the total yearly cost ofthe treatment and elimination of company XYZ' s 
wastewater (based upon information from recent years), to characterize the potential loss 
exposures involved in company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices, to 
estimate the cost of potential loss producing situations that could occur as a result of the 
organizations current wastewater practices, and to evaluate the financial feasibility ofthe 
utilization ofa wastewater evaporation system in place of the current treatment system. 
Analysis of the goals of the study will be conducted using both a review of 
literature and mathematical calculations based upon information collected from Company 
XYZ. Data used to ascertain the total yearly cost of Company XYZ's current practices 
will be collected from the company and will include process, compliance, labor, and 
costs. To characterize the potential loss exposures involved in company XYZ's current 
wastewater treatment practices, information from the literature review in the previous 
chapter regarding industry averages will be used. Information concerning the legalities 
involved with both Company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices and proposed 
treatment methods in the research will be obtained from the Environmental Protection 
Agency, The Code ofFederal Regulations, and the State ofMinnesota. 
Data Collection Procedures 
Data collected for this study came from three different areas. Firstly, generalized 
information was taken from scholarly texts, professional publications, and government 
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sources, both in print and on-line. These sources focus on subjects including, but not 
limited to: 
• Environmental engineering, 
• Environmental, health, and safety engineering, 
• Environmental protection, 
• Industrial pollution control, 
• Industrial wastewater systems, 
• OSHA Compliance, 
• Pollution engineering, 
The second area of information was data collected from the company that is the focus of 
this study. The data will include, but not be limited to: 
• OSHA 300 logs from previous years, 
• Copies of past permits related to wastewater discharge, 
• Utility bills from previous years, 
• Purchasing invoices for chemicals and materials used in the process, 
• Payroll documents indicating the cost ofmanpower in the process, 
The final area of information was local, state, and federal regulations. These regulatory 
bodies include, but are not limited to: 
• EPA 
• MPCA 
• MCES 
• OSHA 
• The State ofMinnesota 
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• The City ofBloomington, Minnesota 
Data Analysis 
Using the historical data collected from Company XYZ, simple mathematical 
calculations will be used to approximate the current total yearly cost ofthe organizations 
current wastewater practices. Past OHSA logs will be examined to see how many, if any, 
injuries have come as a result ofCompany XYZ's current practices. Regulatory-based 
documents will be examined to compile a list of requirements that Company XYZ is 
subject to as a result of their on-site wastewater treatment process. Finally a cost-benefit 
analysis will be conducted to evaluate the financial feasibility ofa wastewater 
evaporation system. 
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Chapter N: Results 
The purpose ofthis study was to analyze the wastewater treatment practices that 
are being employed by Company XYZ. From this purpose, the major goals of this study 
were to identify the total yearly cost ofthe treatment and elimination ofcompany XYZ's 
wastewater (based upon information from recent years), to characterize the potential loss 
exposures involved in company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices, to 
estimate the cost of potential loss producing situations that could occur as a result ofthe 
organizations current wastewater practices, and to evaluate the financial feasibility ofthe 
utilization ofa wastewater evaporation system in place of the current treatment system. 
This section will identify the total yearly cost ofthe treatment and elimination of 
company XYZ's wastewater (based upon information from recent years), identify what, 
if any, aetualloss producing situations have occurred as a result ofthe organizations 
current wastewater practices, and evaluate the financial feasibility ofthe utilization ofa 
wastewater evaporation system in place ofthe current treatment system by performing a 
cost-benefit analysis. 
Estimated Total Yearly Cost ofOperation 
The estimation ofthe total yearly cost ofoperation ofcompany XYZ's current 
wastewater treatment practices will involve the calculation ofcosts that fall into three 
areas. The three areas of cost in company XYZ's wastewater treatment operation are 
process costs (e.g. chemicals, cleaning, disposal...), compliance costs (e.g. permitting, 
monitoring, fees ... ), and labor costs (e.g. operator's wages, recordkeeping, 
compliance... ). The three following sections will show the determinable costs in each of 
these three cost areas. 
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Process Costs 
As has been stated previously, the wastewater that is generated at Company XYZ 
during its' various metal finishing processes is treated by an internal system before being 
discharged into the municipal sewer system. Currently, the wastewaters are accumulated 
in a main holding pit and subsequently enter the internal treatment system. Before the 
wastewaters can enter the treatment system there are a number of steps it must go 
through. First, the pH is checked by the operator and adjusted, through the use of 
chemicals, to approximately 8 or 9 and then the water is pumped into another tank where 
additional chemicals cause the creation of metal hydrides. Next, the wastewaters are 
pumped into a clarifier where metals are removed through the use of electrically charged 
plates and a chemical floculator is added to aide in the solidification ofother 
contaminants. For the purposes ofthis study the costs that are required to complete each 
of the aforementioned steps will be classified as process costs. 
To estimate the process costs ofcompany XYZ's current wastewater treatment 
process, the costs were separated into two categories: 
I. Wastewater treatment chemicals 
2. Hazardous waste sludge disposal 
The two areas ofprocess costs are detailed in the following sections. 
Wastewater Treatment Chemicals 
Company XYZ currently uses chemical processes to adjust the pH ofthe 
wastewater before it is processed by the treatment equipment. During subsequent 
processing in the treatment equipment, more chemicals are added to the wastewater to 
aide the heavy metal removal in the clarifier. These two chemical processes make the 
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wastewater suitable to be sent to the municipal sewer system. According to Company 
XYZ's exclusive wastewater treatment chemical provider, $15,089 worth ofchemicals 
was purchased in 2006 for use in the wastewater treatment system. 
Hazardous Waste Sludge Disposal 
As was stated earlier, once the wastewater has completed it's processing, there is 
leftover sludge comprised ofthe metals and contaminants that have been removed. The 
remaining sludge contains significant levels of iron phosphate resulting from the use of 
an iron phosphate dip tank in their painting process. This sludge is classified by the EPA 
as a F019 hazardous waste under the RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) 
and Company XYZ must pay a TSDF (Toxic Substance Disposal Facility) to remove and 
dispose of the sludge. Based upon Company XYZ's Hazardous Waste Generator License 
Report from 2005,2,382 pounds of sludge was produced. To estimate current cost of 
disposal, a price quote was solicited from Metro Recovery Systems in S1. Paul, 
Minnesota. Metro Recovery Systems would charge Company XYZ 22 cents per pound, 
to pickup and dispose of the solid waste from Company XXZ. At a rate of22 cents per 
pound, it costs roughly $524.04 to remove and dispose of Company XYZ's 2,382 pounds 
ofhazardous sludge. 
Compliance Costs 
Company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices require that they incur 
several costs related to complying with governmental regulatory requirements. For 
purposes ofthis section, these costs are separated into two different areas. The first area 
ofcost directly results from the fact that Company XYZ discharges water into the 
municipal sewer system that has the potential to be hazardous. The second area ofcost 
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results from the generation of solid hazardous waste during the wastewater treatment 
process. The specific costs involved in these two processes are detailed in the following 
two sections and summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1 . 
Annual Estimated Compliance Costs - Water Discharge and Hazardous Waste 
Generation 
Cost Per Occurrence Number of Occurrences per year 
Total Annual 
Estimated Cost 
Water Discharge ~127.00 2 $254.00 
Hazardous Waste 
Generation ~27.80 1 $627.80 
Total 
$881.80 
Water Discharge Costs 
The water that is discharged in the municipal sewer system after treatment at 
Company XYZ has the possibility of being hazardous. Therefore the MCES requires that 
the discharged water is monitored and a summary report of that monitoring be submitted 
to the MCES twice per year. Company XYZ contracts the testing of their discharged 
water to Pace Analytical, at a cost of$127.00 for each report. The $127.00 dollar amount 
is based on a quote received from Pace Analytical for testing in 2007. The specific test 
methods and analytes tested for are listed in Table 2. Company XYZ will have to pay the 
$127.00 fee twice per year leading to a total annual cost of $254 
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Table 2 
Semiannual Industrial Waste Discharge Testing 
Test Method Analyte 
EPA Method 150.1 pH 
Total Suspended 
Solids 
• Cadmium 
• Chromium 
• Copper 
• Lead 
• Nickel 
• Silver 
• Zinc 
Chemical Oxygen 
Demand 
EPA Method 160.2 
EPA Method 200.7 
EPA Method 410.4 
EPA Method 7470 Mercury 
Hazardous Waste Generation Costs 
The generation of hazardous waste in the form of iron phosphate laden sludge at 
Company XYZ causes them to be classified as a SQG (Small Quantity Generator) by the 
State ofMinnesota and Hennepin County. A SQG is an organization that generates on 
average, more than 2200 pounds of hazardous waste per month. In addition to requiring 
several hazardous waste management measures because of the SQG classification, 
Hennepin County charges an annual fee to those organizations that generate hazardous 
waste. In 2005, the MPCA on behalf ofthe State ofMinnesota charged Company XYZ 
$262.80 because of its hazardous waste generation. Company XYZ was also charged 
$365.00 by Hennepin County for a Hazardous Waste Generator License. The total direct 
cost resulting from Company XYZ's hazardous waste generation in 2005 was $627.80. 
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Labor Costs 
Company XYZ's current wastewater treatment system requires that a full time 
employee be employed to operate, monitor, and maintain the system. This employee falls 
under the classification of"Separating, Filtering, Clarifying, Precipitating, and Still 
Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders", under the Bureau ofLabor Statistics (BLS) 
Standard Occupational Code (SOC) system. According to the BLS, as ofMay 2006, there 
were 70 workers in the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington area that fell under this 
classification. The mean annual wage ofthese 70 workers was $34,800. There are also 
benefits costs (e.g. health care, 401k ... ) associated with the employment ofworkers that 
must be considered. According to the BLS, as ofMarch 2007, the benefit costs ofan 
employee like the one in this study can be as much as 46 percent of their wage or $16,008 
per year (http://www.bls.gov/news.release/ecec.t11.htm. 2007). When $16,008 and 
$34,800 are added it shows a total of $50,808. $50,808 will be considered the total labor 
cost for purposes ofthis study. (http://www.bls.gov/oeslcurrent/oes_33460.htm. 2007) 
Summary ofCostofOperation 
Company XYZ incurs costs as a result oftheir current wastewater treatment 
practices and those costs were quantified in the preceding sections. These costs are 
process related, compliance related, and labor related. Table 3 is a summaty of all of 
these costs, as well as, the estimated total yearly cost of operating Company XYZ's 
current wastewater treatment system. 
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Table 3 
Estimated Total Yearly Wastewater Treatment Operation Costs - Company XYZ 
Process Costs 
Wastewater treatment chemicals $15,089 
Hazardous waste sludge disposal $524.04 
Total = $15613.04 
Compliance Costs 
Water Discharge Costs $254.00 
Hazardous Waste Generation Costs $627.80 
Total = $881.80 
Labor Costs $50,808 
Total = $50,808 
Total = 567,302.84 
HistoricalLoss ProducingSituations 
The current wastewater treatment operation at Company XYZ creates the 
possibility ofloss in several areas. For the purposes of this study, those areas ofpossible 
loss exposure will be separated into five separate exposure categories. The five loss 
categories are as follows: 
1. Human-Oriented Losses 
2. Legal-oriented Losses 
3. Environmental-oriented Losses 
4. Public relations-oriented Losses 
5. Financial-oriented Losses 
After a thorough review ofCompany XYZ's OSHA Annual Logs of injuries and illnesses 
from previous years, it was found that there have been no injuries or illnesses related to 
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the wastewater treatment operations. It should be noted, however, that there are current 
manual material handling practices (i.e. 55 gallon drum handling) which do have the 
potential to cause musculoskeletal injury to some ofthe company's workers. These 
practices were not formally evaluated, however, it appears that injury is likely due to the 
nature ofthe drum handling demands. An examination ofCompany XYZ's 
environmental history on the EPA's Enforcement & Compliance History Online database 
shows that no environmental fines have been levied against Company XYZ in, at least, 
the past ten years. 
(http://www.epa-echo.gov/cgi-n/getlcReport.cgi?tool=echo&IDNumber=110000425709, 
2007) 
The FinancialFeasibility ofWastewater Evaporation 
Many people would consider wastewater evaporation to be an attractive 
alternative to Company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices. IfCompany XYZ 
used a wastewater evaporator instead oftreating and then discharging wastewater and 
disposing ofthe resulting sludge, they would collect their wastewater in an evaporator 
which would heat the water to evaporate it into the atmosphere. The process of 
evaporation would leave behind a dried solid waste that would need to be disposed of 
For the purposes ofthis study a Company named Fluid Solutions Inc. (PSI) was 
consulted to find an evaporation system that would be appropriate for Company XYZ's 
uses. Fluid Solutions Inc. recommended that Company XYZ purchase a Landa Model 
HBG-30D Wastewater Evaporator. This particular evaporator has a 25-30 gallon per hour 
evaporation rate and utilizes a 120 gallon tank. The quoted price ofthe evaporator was 
$18655.00. Also, because ofthe high chloride content ofthe wastewater generated at 
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Company XYZ, an AL-6XN heavy duty metal alloy tank:would be needed at an 
additional cost ofS33,350.00. After combining the cost of the evaporator and the cost of 
the tank, the total cost of the system would be $52,005.00. 
Cost-benefit Analysis 
In order to examine the financial feasibility ofthe conversion ofCompany XYZ's 
current wastewater treatment practices to a treatment process that utilizes evaporation, a 
cost-benefit analysis will be performed in this section. The cost-benefit analysis will use a 
cost comparison to determine if evaporation is a more cost effective process, detail the 
amount of time it would take recover the initial investment required for the evaporation 
system as a result ofpossible operating cost savings (a.k.a. payback period), and estimate 
any future savings that may result from the change. 
Cost Comparison 
As was determined a previous section, the total estimated yearly cost ofCompany 
XYZ's current treatment practices $67,302.84. For the purposes ofthis study, it will be 
assumed that Company XYZ's wastewater generation amount will stay about where it is 
mow. Also, while other operating costs like labor and supplies are likely to rise in the 
future, all calculations will assume that they stay static with time. These two conditions 
apply to both treatment methods. 
To estimate the yearly cost ofoperation for the evaporation system, the researcher 
used estimates supplied by FSI as well as industry averages from sources like the BLS. 
According to FSI, the most substantial cost ofoperating the evaporatorwould result from 
labor involved in the operation and maintenance ofthe machine. FSI estimates that the 
evaporation unit would require, at most, five hours per week from a "maintenance" 
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employee. When the five hours per week is multiplied by the fifty-two weeks per year, it 
appears that the evaporation system would require, at most, 260 hours of labor per year. 
According to the BLS, the average hourly wage of a "Building and Grounds Cleaning 
and Maintenance" employee in the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington area was $12.19 
as ofMay 2006. When $12.19 is multiplied by the 260 hours established earlier, it shows 
that the likely maximum wage cost would be $3169.40 per year for the evaporation 
system (http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_33460.htm#b37-0000. 2007). After adding 
46 percent ($1457.92) to the wage cost to account for benefits costs, it shows that the 
likely total labor cost for the evaporation system would be $4627.32. 
To calculate the cost ofwaste removal that would result from the dried solid 
waste left in the evaporator after evaporation, a price quote was solicited from Metro 
Recovery Systems in St. Paul, Minnesota. Metro Recovery Systems would charge 
Company XYZ 22 cents per pound, to pickup and dispose of the solid waste from the 
evaporator. When multiplied by the amount of solid waste that FSI estimates the 
evaporator would produce per year (2,500 pounds), it shows that the maximum estimated 
cost ofwaste removal could be $550.00 annually. 
FSI, based upon data taken from clients they've sold evaporators to in the past, 
estimates that the cost ofchemicals for the evaporation system would be, at most, fifteen 
cents per gallon and the cost ofelectricity and gas would be, at most, twelve cents per 
gallon. When the chemical cost rate and electricity and gas cost rates are added together, 
it shows that the maximum estimated cost per gallon is 27 cents per gallon. Company 
XYZ operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. According to FSI, evaporator would 
need to run roughly one quarter of the time or 6 hours a day. This means that to calculate 
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the maximum number of hours that the evaporator could be required to run, 6 hours 
should be multiplied by 365. The result shows that the maximum number of hours that 
the evaporator could be running per year is 2190 hours. Supposing that the evaporator 
were to run at maximum capacity (30 gph) for 2190 hours per year, it is possible that the 
evaporator could process 65,700 gallons ofwater per year. When multiplying 65,700 by 
the per gallon rate established earlier (27cents), it shows that the chemical, electrical, and 
gas costs of the evaporation system could potentially be as high as $17,739 per year. 
After adding the costs oflabor ($4627.32), waste disposal ($550.00), and energy 
($17,739.00), the maximum estimated yearly cost of operation for the evaporation system 
would be $22,916.32. 
Payback Period 
As was shown in the previous section, the annual cost ofOPerationfor the 
evaporation unit is significantly less than the current annual cost of operation for 
Company XYZ's wastewater treatment system. This means that it is possible to calculate 
a payback period for the investment in an evaporation system. For the purposes of this 
study, the payback period will be measured using months as unit of measure. To calculate 
the payback period, it is necessary to calculate the estimated monthly cost of operation 
for both systems based upon the yearly estimates. When dividing the estimated annual 
cost ofthe current treatment system (67,302.84) by 12 months, it shows that the 
estimated monthly cost of operation is $5608.57. When the same method is applied to the 
estimated yearly cost of the evaporation system ($22,916.32), an estimated monthly cost 
of$1909.70 is the result. Based upon the two monthly cost estimates, the evaporator 
could save $3698.87 per month ifused in place of the current treatment system. 
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As was established earlier, the total initial investment cost of the,evaporation 
system would be $52,005.00. To determine the length of time it would take to recover 
this cost from savings in operating costs created, the initial investment cost ($52,005.00) 
is divided by the monthly savings in operating costs ($3698.87) from the evaporation 
system. When this calculation is completed, it is shown that estimated payback period for 
the evaporation system is 14.06 months. 
Future Savings 
Once the payback period has elapsed, Company XYZ could be saving $3820.40 
per month for the remaining life cycle of the evaporator. The evaporator in question has a 
maximum life cycle of 15 years (180 months), depending on usage. When the payback 
period (14.06 months) is subtracted from the 180 month possible life cycle, the result 
shows that Company xyz could experience a maximum of 165.94 months of savings at 
the estimated rate of$3698.87 per month. When the maximum possible number of 
savings months (165.94) is multiplied by the estimated monthly rate ($3698.87), the 
result shows that Company XYZ could potentially save as much as $613,790.49, over the 
next 15 years, if it were to invest in a wastewater evaporation system. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Recommendations 
The original purpose of this study was to analyze the wastewater treatment 
practices for company XYZ. The methodology ofthis study was to characterize 
company XYZ's current wastewater treatment practices and examine the financial 
feasibility an alternative treatment system. 
Conclusions 
• Company XYZ's current method of wastewater treatment costs an estimated 
$51,294.84 annually. 
• While the current wastewater treatment practices have not caused any loss
 
producing situations in the past, substantial risk exposure still exists.
 
• The replacement ofthe current treatment system with a wastewater evaporation 
system is not only financially feasible it is probable that replacement would be 
financially favorable. 
• While not formally evaluated in this study, the current situation of handling 55­
gallon drums may be placing employees at risk ofdeveloping some form of 
musculoskeletal injury. 
Recommendations 
• The initial investment cost for company XYZ to change from their current 
treatment system to an evaporation system would be substantial, but the resulting 
gain in financial efficiency would result in significant long-term savings. Also, by 
converting to an evaporation system, company XYZ would significantly reduce 
their total risk exposure in the area of wastewater treatment. 
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• The current practices associated with handling 55-gallon drums should be formally 
assessed to identify if changes in such are warranted. 
Recommendationsfor Further Study 
• Wastewater evaporation is not the only available alternative to company XYZ's 
current treatment system. Other methods of treatment could prove to have 
advantages over evaporation and therefore should be examined. 
• Company XYZ' s wastewater treatment costs and risk exposures might also be able 
to be reduced through the reduction of the amount ofwastewater that needs to be 
treated. Wastewater generation reduction opportunities may exist within company 
XYZ's production processes. 
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